
	
Significance / Importance of Moon in the Natal horoscopy 

 
 
As we all know that Panchmahabhuta constitutes Jal; Agni; Vayu; Prithvi & Akash . Our body is 

also made up of these fives elements; predominantly by Jal Tattwa with an avg. percentage 

@ 60% (though this % varies depending upon gender ; age & weight) of the body weight . 

Otherwise also around 70-72% of our earth surface is being covered by water. This so called Jal 

Tattwa is represented by MOON.  Moon also represents mind / mental health as well as wealth 

.In addition all other major events (including various festivals celebrated across India by 

people pertaining to the different cultures & religions) through out the year are also directly / 

indirectly linked with the Moon. According to the Indian mythology; Moon was originated from 

the SEA during “Samudra Manthana” and considered to be as the brother of “Goddess 

Laxmi” ; consort of the Lord Vishnu. It is because of all these reasons Moon has been given due 

importance in one's horoscope / life. A strong & well-placed Moon in one's birth chart ensures 

sound mind / mental health besides prosperity that are being essentially required to lead a 

peaceful & healthy life. Pl note mental health / strength is much more important than your 

physical strength. 
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In the above example; un-afflicted Moon, being a Lagna Lord,  is posited in its exaltation sign 

Taurus in 11H along with 6L&9L Jupiter ensures good & sound mental health along with wealth 

though its condition in the Navamsa Chart got little bit affected by way of falling  under Rahu-

Ketu Axis but placed in its own rashi / sign. Overall this native is having strong capability to 

dealt with any adverse situations / circumstances boldly & wisely and must be wealthy as well.  


